Guide to Software Enhancements in
Scoreboard/QuickScore Version 2.11

Edit Permissions Directly in Group Administration
In the latest version of the
software there is a new way to
assign view organization
permissions for groups.
This is how groups were edited
in previous versions of the
software. There is a collapsible
“Advanced Permissions” box
where action permissions are
assigned by checking the
various boxes.

Figure 1: The old Edit Group screen
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This is the View Organizations
Permissions screen that is used
in previous versions of the
software. Administrators first
choose a group, and then put a
checkbox next to the
organizations that group can
view.

Figure 2: The old View Organization Permissions screen
In the new version of the
software, the Edit Group form
is much easier to use. Instead
of a collapsible “Advanced
Permissions” box for every
group, there are now two
buttons.

Figure 3: The new Edit Group screen
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Clicking the first button shows
the advanced permissions in a
dialog box. This frees up quite a
bit of space on the edit group
form.

Figure 4: The new Advanced Permissions dialog
Clicking the second button
shows View Organization
permissions for that group.
Instead of listing every
organization, the form now
only shows the organizations
the group has permission to
view. This is quite a bit faster to
use, and it brings all
permissions editing into the
same area of the software

Figure 5: The new Organization Permissions dialog
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To add a new organization, just
click on its name on the right.

Figure 6: Adding a new Organization Permission

Calendar Period Selector in Reports Section
There is now a calendar period
selector in the Reports section.
All relative periods in reports
now reference this calendar
period selector instead of the
computer’s current date.

Figure 7: Calendar period selector in Reports
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Date Range Selector for Reports in Dashboards
In previous versions of the
software, users had to choose a
calendar like Monthly or Yearly
when embedding reports into
the Dashboards section. Users
can now choose “Current
Calendar” to reference the
overall dashboard’s calendar.
Changing the embedded
dashboard display options will
not affect the source report.

Figure 8: The Time Range selector

Copy and Paste Reports
Reports can now be copied and
pasted. If the source and
destination organizations have
similar scorecard structures,
the report’s filters will
automatically remap to the
new organization.

Figure 9: Copying a report
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Prepend for Template Copies
In previous versions of the
software, administrators could
choose to append text to all
template copies for scorecards
and dashboards. The software
now allows them to also
prepend text.

Figure 10: Prepend for template names

Metric Equation Filter in Reports
There is a new filter in the
Reports section called
“Equation”.

Figure 11: New Equation filter
This filter will return calculated
metrics with equations that
match a specific phrase.

Figure 12: Equation filter options
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Mass-edit for Metric Equations
Users can now also edit
multiple metric equations at
once in the Reports section by
replacing specific phrases.

Figure 13: Mass-edit equations

Colored Action Plan Chart Axes
In previous versions of the
software the right and left axes
on the action plans chart were
black. They are now colorcoded to match their
corresponding series in the
chart.

Figure 14: Colored Gantt chart axes
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Gantt Chart Improvements
Labels on Gantt charts have
been improved. The action
titles now wrap to a new line if
they are long, and the date
labels on the top no longer
overlap.

Figure 15: Gantt Charts with improved labels
There is also a time range
selector above the Gantt chart,
allowing users to view the
action plans in higher levels of
detail.

Figure 16: Showing a small time range on Gantt
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